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Overseas & Out Of Time: DOJ Reforms Boost Cross-Border Risk 

By Stewart Bishop 

Law360 (December 20, 2022, 11:15 PM EST) -- While the impact of the U.S. Department of Justice's 
recent revisions to its corporate criminal enforcement policies has yet to be largely realized, the 
intersection of the heightened emphasis on speed and institutionwide directives regarding foreign data 
privacy laws has raised concerns about the extent of prosecutors' expertise and uncertainty for 
companies with respect to what qualifies as a "timely" disclosure. 
 
"We need to do more and move faster," Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco said as she unveiled the 
new stratagem in September to a crowd at New York University Law School in Manhattan. In light of the 
new guidance, both prosecutors and defense counsel should feel like they are "on the clock" to expedite 
investigations, she said. 
 
On the one hand, the edict seemed aimed at inducing prosecutors to kick things up a notch, but it was 
also a forceful warning to corporations in the hot seat that there is a price to pay if the government 
thinks they're dragging their feet in disclosing information about misconduct, meaning cooperation 
credit could be off the table. 
 
Additionally, under a departmentwide expansion of an existing policy in the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act Unit, all DOJ offices that prosecute corporate crime must enforce rules requiring companies under 
scrutiny to disclose relevant documents located both at home and abroad with the aforementioned 
haste. If foreign privacy laws or other restrictions are complicating matters, it's the company's burden to 
establish that it's not deliberately slow-walking the production and to come up with workarounds. 
 
Rewards, or reduced punishment at any rate, await companies that pull it off, while for corporations 
that are judged to have wielded data privacy regimes as a shield to conceal misconduct or hinder the 
probe, any potential cooperation credit may be off the table. 
 
This has sparked concern among some white collar attorneys specializing in cross-border investigations 
that the policy may increasingly leave them stuck in the predicament of trying to appease U.S. 
prosecutors in order to secure a favorable resolution for clients, while not running afoul of laws such as 
the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation or China's data protection rules. 
 
Among them is Kathleen Hamann of Pierce Atwood LLP, an FCPA Unit veteran and former policy counsel 
for the Fraud Section, who said navigating data protection laws can be challenging in the midst of an 
internal investigation, and it's complicated when the DOJ hasn't gotten involved yet. 
 



 

 

"Not everything's been interpreted to a degree where you can competently say this is what's allowed, 
this is what's not allowed," Hamann said. "You have to assume a certain amount of risk." 
 
This problem was already known to lawyers in the FCPA space, defense counsel and prosecutors alike, 
but now every office is under the same rules and not everyone in those offices is necessarily well-versed 
in the ins and outs of what it takes to get evidence over borders without running afoul of local privacy 
and employment laws. 
 
It's one thing to expect a level of expertise concerning foreign data protection laws from the biggest DOJ 
offices that have already encountered such laws and blocking statutes, such as the Fraud Section or the 
Southern District of New York, Hamann said. However, less-resourced components, like a smaller U.S. 
attorney's office that does few corporate prosecutions, may not have an expert on staff. 
 
"Even given that I was in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Unit, the understanding of the blocking 
statutes and what was in the [GDPR predecessor] Data Protection Directive were not at the level that 
you would really need for most of the prosecutors, even in that unit, to understand whether an 
assertion of data protection was legitimate or not," Hamann said. 
 
For example, she said, in a purely voluntary disclosure situation involving European individuals with 
GDPR protections who are potentially the people responsible for misconduct, once defense counsel 
hands over all the information about those individuals to the DOJ, those same individuals are the people 
most likely to claim GDPR violations, given their situation. 
 
"Without the cover of a U.S. grand jury subpoena or court order, a company could find itself between a 
rock and a hard place," Hamann said. 
 
That could include dealing with prosecutors who may not understand the risks and permutations of the 
GDPR on the one hand, and facing the possibility of serious fines and restrictions that can result from a 
violation of that privacy framework. 
 
"I think to some prosecutors it'll sound like you're trying to escape individual accountability or protect 
European executives or what have you," Harmon said. "I worry [about] the smaller offices that don't do 
as many corporate resolutions. People really need training to understand how it works in practice, to 
know where to go to get guidance to really implement it effectively." 
 
A DOJ spokesperson declined to answer an inquiry from Law360 about what training and resources, if 
any, are being made available to parts of the department that now must enforce the policy on timely 
overseas evidence production. 
 
Margot Laporte of Miller & Chevalier Chtd., who specializes in complex multijurisdictional matters, said 
the new guidance lacks an explanation of what factors the DOJ uses to distinguish between proper 
adherence to data privacy laws and blocking statutes, and improper adherence. 
 
"And so that certainly is a gray area," Laporte said. "Regardless of the size, or the sophistication of the 
company, there needs to be an ongoing discussion with enforcement authorities to explain what the 
company has done, what the company will do and what the challenges are." 
 
After previewing some of the policy changes to the department's corporate enforcement policy in a 
speech late last year, the DOJ's Monaco established the Corporate Crime Advisory Group within the 



 

 

department, a panel that was tasked with considering revisions and reforms to the agency's approach to 
corporate crime. 
 
One member of that body for a number of months was Nathaniel Mendell, a former acting U.S. attorney 
in Massachusetts, who left the department in March for Morrison & Foerster LLP. 
 
Mendell said that during his time in the advisory group, one of the challenges he saw was the competing 
needs for predictability for defense counsel and workability for the department across the DOJ, with its 
many different offices divided by subject matter or geography, as well as the distinctive practices of 
different U.S. attorney's offices. 
 
The variety of work and opinions inside the department makes a rules-based approach to policy 
extremely difficult, Mendell said, which leads to a standards based system, with priorities like timely 
disclosure and a focus on individuals. 
 
"These standards are relatively clear in the abstract, but in practice, I think they require a lot of trust 
between corporations and prosecutors," Mendell said. 
 
A company's credibility with the department can be paramount. 
 
Amy Jeffress, the co-chair of Arnold & Porter's white collar and investigations practice who previously 
worked in several roles at the Justice Department, said convincing prosecutors that a company is not 
using data privacy laws as a shield can depend on the approach taken and the credibility the company 
and its attorneys have with the government. 
 
"Are you focused on actual laws that truly restrict your ability to provide information, and are you 
working with DOJ to come up with solutions to getting around those laws?" Jeffress said. "Or are you 
just saying, 'Here's the country's data privacy law, and we really can't provide you any information.'" 
 
In the context of resolving a case with foreign data privacy implications, the recent resolution reached 
with Danske Bank may offer some insight. 
 
The Danish lender, long beleaguered over its past Estonian operations, copped a plea to bank fraud 
conspiracy last week and agreed to pay over $2 billion to resolve claims that it deceived U.S. banks 
about its anti-money laundering controls for high-risk, nonresident customers in Estonia. 
 
Prosecutors said Danske Bank received full cooperation credit and lauded the bank for "expediently" 
producing a swath of documents located abroad to the department "in ways that did not implicate 
foreign data privacy laws" and making foreign witnesses available for interviews. The bank still had to 
plead guilty, however, but that isn't exactly surprising considering the extent of the misconduct. 
 
For companies that don't succeed in developing credibility and building a transparent discussion with 
the department, Laporte of Miller & Chevalier said it's important to keep in mind that prosecutors can 
independently seek the cooperation of foreign law enforcement authorities in order to compel the 
production of documents, through mutual legal assistance treaties or other government channels. 
 
"This creates a risk that foreign law enforcement authorities could become interested in the 
investigation as well, whereas perhaps they would not have been alerted to it or interested absent the 
DOJ request for data," Laporte said. 



 

 

 
That risk may only increase if the DOJ can keep adding more cooperative foreign law enforcement 
agencies on its roster. 
 
In the recent rollout of the $327 million deferred prosecution agreement with Swiss industrial giant ABB 
Ltd. over FCPA violations, the department lauded its first ever coordinated corporate resolution with 
authorities in South Africa, and is apparently content to let its newfound partner handle prosecutions of 
the individuals involved in the bribery, including the former head of South Africa's state-owned utility 
Eskom Holdings. 
 
Days before the ABB deal was announced, Fraud Section Chief Glenn Leon told a crowd at the American 
Conference Institute's 39th International Conference on the FCPA that with COVID-19 waning and the 
lifting of restrictions on travel, he fully intends to try to "create" law enforcement partnerships in 
countries where previously none existed. 
 
Parsing what the government means in general when it calls for "timely" production of all relevant, 
nonprivileged facts and evidence about individual misconduct — so that prosecutors have the time to 
conduct a serious investigation and prosecute the allegedly culpable people — has not been easy. 
 
Monaco was vague when asked at the recent Global Boardroom digital conference hosted by the 
Financial Times what the government means by "timely," saying, "We're not going to permit companies 
or individuals to try and game the system." 
 
More likely than not, timeliness will be judged on a case by case basis, according to Eddie Jauregui, co-
chair of Holland & Knight LLP's white collar and investigations group and a former Los Angeles federal 
prosecutor. He said the Monaco Memo is encouraging companies to make information on misconduct 
available to the department essentially as quickly as they find it. 
 
"The difficulty that can arise is [if you're] trying to figure out if in fact there was misconduct," Jauregui 
said. 
 
If it's something that's very obvious, like you discover that one of your employees is making payments to 
a foreign official, Jauregui said it's going to be a much easier determination, but the trick is when the 
facts are opaque. 
 
"If you have just been given information, and you're trying to figure out whether or not misconduct was 
committed, that I think is just going to take time," he said. 
 
The DOJ declined to comment when asked by Law360 for more insight on what "timely" disclosure 
means to the department. 
 
Many company leaders may be inclined to first try to understand the full extent, or at least get a better 
understanding, of the purported misconduct happening on their watch before self-reporting to U.S. 
prosecutors, if they decide to disclose at all. 
 
"Even worse, you don't want to disclose something and then find out that what you disclosed wasn't 
quite accurate," Arnold & Porter's Jeffress said. "I think there's a balancing test there." 
 
Jeffress said that sometimes a company can handle such a situation by disclosing something fairly 



 

 

general at the outset and then substantiating it during the process of the DOJ's investigation, assuming 
one is commenced. 
 
Hamann said she thinks the DOJ's view is that once a company has a strong reason to believe that there 
is actual criminality going on, that's when the department first wants to hear about it.  
 
"But that doesn't necessarily mean that's the point at which you know which individuals to point to," 
she said. 
 
Disclosing too early can also make internal investigations more difficult. There's a difference between 
outside counsel sitting employees down for interviews and saying, 'We're just trying to understand 
what's happening internally,'" Hamann said, and advising them that there's an ongoing DOJ 
investigation. 
 
"There are countries where once the Department of Justice is involved in the investigation, there are 
disclosures that have to be made to employees, and you can't leverage their employment to make them 
cooperate," Hamann said. 
 
Mendell of Morrison & Foerster said the prospect of a client losing some or all cooperation credit after 
the DOJ finds that disclosure was unreasonably delayed is a severe penalty. 
 
"So you're telling me that if you think I'm delaying, however hard I might be working, but if you think I'm 
delaying, that could be the ballgame?" Mendell said. "When DOJ creates a policy that sets the incentives 
far away from the penalties, and this is a big disparity, the stakes are higher." 
 
On the one hand, he said the potential benefit of getting corporations to cooperate is large, but the risk 
of being told by the government that a company didn't produce all relevant information about all of the 
implicated individuals, or that the disclosure wasn't timely, is serious. 
 
Once again, that leads back to a reliance on the rapport between defense counsel and prosecutors. 
 
"That's sort of a risky and amorphous proposition," Mendell said. 
 
--Editing by Jill Coffey and Emily Kokoll. 
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